WATER BAG
Extremely light and durable water bag

PS17L
4l and 10l versions feature handles with buckles,
e.g. for fixation on backpack or to a tree

ORTLIEB valve system
tear-resistant and waterproof fabric
welded seams
handle for fast and simple fixation

volume L/cu.in.

height cm/in.

width cm/in.

weight g/oz.

2/122

30/11.8

20/7.9

80/2.8

4/244

38/15

25/9.8

130/4.6

10/610

44/17.3

36/14.2

160/5.6

PVC
free

Please find information on IP symbols on our info sheet or at www.ortlieb.com/ip-symbols

PRODUCT INFO

SPECIFICATIONS:

Contents: The waterbag comes with valve and dustcap
Attention: Do not expose drinking water too long to the heat. Change the water as often as possible. Fill with water only! Clean the

valve regularly!
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+ Handy alternative to aluminum or plastic bottles or containers
+ Can be rolled or folded into a small package when not used
+ Can be used as pillow to sit on or for your head (fill with water or air)
+ Ideal as weight balance for paragliding
+ Can be used as diving buoy when filled with air
+ Only suitable for storage or transport of water
+ Do not store water longer than required
+ Do not fill with boiling water (maximum temperature 60°C / 140°F)
+ Store only absolutely dry with valve completely open when not in use
+ Mechanical cleaning with brush and neutral soap
+ Can be combined with outdoor hand filters for water purification (e.g. Katadyn, MSR)
+ Can be combined with ORTLIEB drinking tube
+ 4 and 10 liter models have 2 handles with buckles e.g. for fixation around a branch etc.
+ 2 liter version has one handle without buckle

